Abstract. The main properties of standard quantum mechanical coherent states and the two generalizations of Klauder and of Perelomov are reviewed. For a system of generalized coherent states in the latter sense, necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of a diagonal coherent stable representation for all Hilbert-Schmidt operators are obtained. The main ingredients are Clebsch-Gordan theory and induced representation theory.
Introduction
The aim of these two lectures is to review very briefly the properties of the standard coherent states in canonical quantum mechanics; sketch the main features of the two generalisations of the coherent state concept due respectively to Klauder [1] and to Perelomov [2] ; and against this background to discuss the question of descriptions of operators in terms of a given generalized coherent state (GCS) system. Specifically our target is the derivation of necessary and sufficient conditions that ensure that any operator can be given a diagonal coherent state representation, namely expressed as an integral over projections onto the set of generalised coherent states. We shall in fact derive such conditions within the Perelomov framework, and the principal tool we use is the reciprocity theorem concerning the reduction of induced group representations into irreducibles.
Various definitions and terms will be clarified as we proceed.
The standard coherent states -a review [3]
Let us limit ourselves for simplicity to a quantum mechanical system built upon a single The displacement operators form an (ideal) orthonormal basis for the space of Hilbert Schmidt operators on À. We define this space Ã, a 'second' Hilbert space, as made up of operators on À with the inner product given as follows:
With respect to this inner product in Ã, we find:
and for a general operator ¾ Ã we have an expansion in terms of the displacement operators:
The expansion coefficient ´Õ Ôµis the Weyl weight of . 
(ii) Their Schrödinger wave functions are Gaussian:
iii) The uncertainties ¡Õ ¡Ôare equal, the uncertainty principle is saturated and there is no squeezing, in any Þ : ¾ À leads to the Bargmann description of À using entire functions ´Þµ of a certain class:
In this description, specially suited to the actions of and Ý on , we have (vii) Properties (i) and (iv) above show that the coherent states form an overcomplete family. As a result we find that the diagonal coherent state matrix elements Þ Þ of a general operator on À determine completely.
(viii) An even more striking consequence of over completeness is the following: any operator has a (unique) diagonal representation ¾ Þ ´Þµ Þ Þ (2.17) where ´Þµ is in general a distribution. For ¾ Ã , the nature of ´Þµ can be more precisely specified:
where ´ µis the Weyl weight of appearing in eq. (2.8).
The main aim of the rest of this material is to examine the possibility of such a diagonal representation in the case of generalized coherent states.
Two approaches to generalized coherent states
We now briefly outline the Klauder [1] and the Perelomov [2] forms of generalized coherent state systems.
The Klauder form
The framework used is the Hilbert space À of some quantum system, and a finite dimensional topological space Ä which plays the role of a 'label space'. There are however no primary operator structures used in the definition. 
Properties (i) and (ii) are the hermiticity and positive definiteness of Ã´ ¼ µ; property (iii)
shows very clearly why À is a proper subset of Ä ¾´Ä µ; and property (iv) shows that the system of generalized coherent states is overcomplete. In some cases, but not necessarily always, the overcompleteness leads to entire functions and characteristic sets playing a special role.
The possibility of an operator being determined by its diagonal matrix elements , and of an operator possessing a diagonal coherent state representation, get related in a useful way. Let us define two linear subspaces Ã ½ and Ã ¾ in the second Hilbert space Ã of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on À as follows:
Then we find, with respect to the inner product (2.6) on Ã:
Thus any operator ¾ Ã is uniquely expressible as the sum of a part ½ ¾ Ã ½ which possesses a diagonal representation, and a part ¾ ¾ Ã ¾ all of whose diagonal coherent state matrix elements vanish. Furthermore, for a nonzero ½ ¾ Ã ½ ½ cannot vanish identically; and for a nonzero ¾ ¾ Ã ¾ , we have no diagonal coherent state representation. As further consequences, any ¾ Ã is determined by up to an element in Ã ¾ ; and any ½ ¾ Ã ½ is uniquely determined by ½ . [7] In contrast to the previous setup, we now have a more specific operator framework assumed right at the start, in fact a quite elaborate one. We have a Hilbert space À, a Lie group , and a unitary irreducible representation (UIR) Í´ µ ¾ , of on À. We choose some normalised fiducial vector ¼ ¾ À , with corresponding pure state density operator ¼ ¼ ¼ . Through actions by we generate the orbits of ¼ and ¼ :
The Perelomov form
The orbit ´ ¼ µ of ¼ is embedded within the unit sphere in À, and its real dimension is less than or equal to the dimension of . The orbit ´ ¼ µ of ¼ is a subset of the set of pure state density operators on À.
A generalized coherent state system is now defined as the collection of unit vectors ´ µ comprising the orbit ´ ¼ µ; so it brings together À Í µ and ¼ in a special way.
The two orbits defined in (3.8) can be identified with coset spaces of with respect to two corresponding stability groups:
The subgroup À ¼ is the stability group of ¼ in the strict sense, while À is the stability group of ¼ up to phases; their possible mutual relationships will be examined shortly.
We can make contact with the Klauder form in the following sense. As the correspondence between ´ ¼ µ and À ¼ is one-to-one onto, we can identify the topological space Ä here as the coset space:
However the present generalised coherent state system would be also an instance of the earlier form only if a resolution of the identity can be established; this is not one of the requirements in the Perelomov form. We take up this aspect below.
The stability group À ¼ is always an invariant subgroup of À. 
In case (i), the phase of ¼ cannot be altered by action by any element of ; in case (ii), only a discrete set of phase changes can be made; while in case (iii) the phase of ¼ can be altered by any amount upon action by Í´ µ for suitable ¾ . With quite simple finite dimensional examples one can easily realise all three situations. Now we consider the possibility of a resolution of the identity. We assume we have a (left and right) translation invariant volume element d over . Then as the representation Í´ µ is irreducible, Schur's lemma implies that
where is some constant. Even though in the Klauder sense we identify Ä with À ¼ , for the resolution of the identity it is more economical to integrate over the (smaller) coset space À.
In summary, only if ½ does a general coherent state system in the Perelomov sense also constitute such a system in the Klauder sense. Thus one definition is not subsumed by the other in either direction.
Reinterpretation of standard coherent states and further examples
We can easily recover the standard coherent states as instances of both the Klauder and the Perelomov systems. The relevant Hilbert space is À ¾ Ä ¾´Ê µ. To make contact with the Klauder form we identify the topological space Ä and the Klauder state as follows:
The strong continuity condition and the resolution of the identity are both satisfied, and the reproducing kernel in this case is given in eq. (2.10).
To reach the Perelomov form we identify the Lie group as the Heisenberg-Weyl group (H-W group) with Õ and Ô as generators. In the relevant UIR, the elements of this group are realised as phase factors times the displacement operator ´Õ Ôµof eq. (2.4).
The fiducial vector ¼ for the Perelomov construction is ¼ ¼ , the ground or vacuum state in the Fock basis. The two stability groups are
The orbit of ¼ is just the set of standard coherent states multiplied by phases:
We are dealing here with the Stone-von Neumann UIR of the H-W group and this is a square integrable UIR (as we will soon see via the useful Moyal identity), so we have consistency with the known resolution of the identity, eq. (2.13).
Having 
This is in fact a characterisation of the Stone-von Neumann UIR of the H-W group. Setting
This system is therefore both a Klauder and a Perelomov system of GCS. The reproducing kernel of the Klauder formulation is By expanding the exponential we find that is a simple linear combination of Ñ for Ñ ½
. Both the reproducing kernel and the resolution of the identity are easy to handle.
So everything is in place and we have simultaneously a Klauder and a Perelomov system.
(c)

ËÍ´½ ½µ
Here we deal with the universal covering group ËÍ´½ ½µ of the group SU (1,1) ; the former covers the latter infinitely many times, and both are three dimensional. The situations that arise here are much more intricate than with the two previous cases. We begin with a brief recapitulation of the structure of the Lie algebra of SU(1,1), then proceed to the UIR's of interest.
We have three hermitian generators Â ¼ Ã ½ and Ã ¾ obeying
The quadratic Casimir invariant is 
Thus the lowering combination Ã Ã ½ Ã ¾ annihilates ¼ . For ´ µ , in the same À and in the same basis Ò , we just replace 
In this setting, two distinct types of GCS have been explored. One is to generalise the notion of annihilation operator eigenstates occurring in the standard coherent states, the other is in the spirit of the Perelomov method. The former is due to Barut and Girardello [11] .
Barut-Girardello construction in ´¦µ
These GCS are defined in the case of ´·µ to be the normalized right eigenstates of the lowering operator Ã . The states themselves, the reproducing kernel and the resolution of the identity are all explicitly given: · for a single degree of freedom, the generators are
The Casimir operator has the numerical value É · ¿ ½ , so both ½ and ¿ are involved. In terms of the Fock basis Ò for the Hilbert space À, the basis vectors ½ Ò and ¿ Ò supporting the UIR's ´ µ ½ ´ µ ¿ respectively are identified thus: found in the monograph of Perelomov [7] .
The ËÍ´½ ½µ results assembled above can be displayed in a table:
A new approach to the diagonal representation problem [12]
We now outline a new approach to finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a diagonal representation for all operators ¾ Ã , i.e., for having Ã ¾ ¼ . This will be within the Perelomov framework for GCS, and uses both Clebsch-Gordan theory and the theory of induced representations of groups. For definiteness we assume that is a compact Lie group, so that all its UIR's are finite dimensional. We will use the symbol Â, which is in general actually a collection of several independent (discrete) labels, to denote the various UIR's of . Thus we shall say that the UIR ´Âµ of operates on the (finite dimensional) Hilbert space À´Â µ , and in a suitable basis the matrices of the UIR have elements ´Âµ Å ¼ Å´ µ, with the 'magnetic' quantum numbers Å ¼ and Å again each standing for several independent labels. Similarly, for the subgroup À which will arise later, we have the UIR ´ µ with matrix elements ´ µ Ñ ¼ Ñ´ µ operating on the Hilbert space ´ µ . We will mainly work on the coset space À, denoting a general point of it by the symbol Ö ¾ À. To start the Perelomov GCS construction we begin with the UIR ´Â¼µ of on À´Â ¼µ , and pick a fiducial vector ¼ ¾ À Â ¼ µ having À as its stability group up to phases. Then we have the GCS and their projections given by
These projections have the twin properties
which together imply, using the representation (5.1), that ´ µ is actually an operator valued function on the coset space À:
Thus the 'independent parts' of ´ µ are just the ´Öµ defined in the last line above. On these ´Öµ the action of by conjugation is expressed in terms of the action of on À via point transformations: (ii) What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for Ã ¾ ¼ , ie., for all operators to have the diagonal representation (5.6)? We will answer these questions below; first we set up some preliminaries.
Even before the fiducial vector ¼ is chosen and the GCS ´ µ along with their projections ´ µ are constructed, we know from Clebsch-Gordan (CG) theory how to construct an orthonormal basis of unit tensors for Ã´Â ¼ µ , the Hilbert space of operators on À´Â ¼µ . Let the reduction of the direct product ´Â¼µ ¢ Ấ ¼ µ £ read as follows:
where Ò Â is the multiplicity of occurrence of the Âth UIR in the reduction. out harmonic analysis of ´Öµ, based on the theory of induced representations [13] . We therefore briefly sketch the latter at this point.
Starting from any UIR ´ µ of À on the space ´ µ , by the inducing construction we obtain a specific UR Í´ µ of on a specially constructed Hilbert space À (for simplicity we avoid attaching any labels to this À). The UR Í´ ¼ µ of induced from the UIR ´ µ of À now acts in this manner on any ¾ À :
The point to notice is that the covariance condition (5.10) on and action on do not come in each other's way as one acts on the right and the other on the left of the argument of . In other words, the operators Í´ µ are well defined on À, since they preserve the covariance condition; and they are of course also unitary with respect to the inner product ter of a distribution of some class determined by the choice of ¼ .
Concluding comments
The methods we have outlined based on Clebsch-Gordan and induced representation theory give us a good grasp of operator aspects of GCS generated via the Perelomov method. It is gratifying that we have been able to state explicitly necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a diagonal generalised coherent state representation for general operators. Even in the well-studied case of the H-W group we are able to appreciate known results in a new way; while the examples using SU(2) and SU(3) show how in quite elementary situations these conditions may not be obeyed.
Our methods can be and are being applied to study the general structure of phase space formulations of quantum systems and state reconstruction problems.
